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Introduction 

The aim of this research is to analyse and identify the morphological and dimensional transformations 

and evolutions of a particular set of spaces in technical schools built between the beginning of the 20th 

century and the 70s decade. 

Initially, a brief presentation of the evolution of technical education in Portugal is presented, 

contextualized in the legislation of the referred time, highlighting the importance of the initiatives of Junta 

das Construções para o Ensino Técnico (since 1934). 

The detection of different conception times, with distinctive characteristics between them, based the 

selection of the case studies. The case studies are analysed regarding the morphology of their functional 

spaces: classroom, workshop class, library, gymnasium, museum and crafts class; and their 

programmatic requirements. The selected case studies are Machado de Castro Industrial School, 

architect Vitor Bastos Junior (1915); Elementary Technical Schools, JCETS, 1947; Professional 

Schools, JCETS, 1950; Marquês de Pombal Industrial School, JCETS, 1958; 1st Normalized Study. 

Industrial and Commercial Schools. Normalized Study (Mercúrio Project), JCETS, 1960; 3rd normalized 

Study, Industrial and Commercial Schools. Industrial and Commercial School of Évora, JCETS, 1966 

and Normalized Study for Preparatory School. Ante project (Preparatory School of Mafra), JCETS, 1968. 

The information is synthesized and presented in summary sheets, by school and space. Each summary 

sheet includes graphic elements, plans, sections of the space and the general plan, marked with each 

functional space. It includes the presentation of the following parameters: dimension, area, volume, 

height, light, exposure and percentage of the window frame on the wall as well as number of students 

per class and ratio m2/student. 

The conclusions grasp the analysis of the evolution of technical schools in Portugal in the 20 th century 

based on the clarification of the graphics, schemes and summary tables. Also, the morphological and 

dimensional transformations of the selected school spaces are summarized.  
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Methodology 

 

This work endorses a methodology of analytic character using the morphological analysis. First, the 

samples available were delimited and the case studies were selected from work previously done in 

archives, libraries and entities that are related to documentation search about schools. Then, the phase 

the case studies description is based on written and drawn documentation. This part consists on the 

physical and spatial, constructive and functional analysis: space program, identification of the spaces in 

teaching or non-teaching spaces (classroom, workshops class, crafts class, library, museum, 

gymnasium), the measuring of dimensions as area, volume, height, the shape and light. It was also 

important to take into account, for this study, the total number of students and the student ratio per 

square meter. Lastly this analysis was synthesized in a summary sheet. 

 

Historical Framework 

In Portugal, the secondary schools were created in 1836, when the Nation Plan of Lyceums was 

published by the minister Passos Manuel. In 1880, the Minister of Public Works, Commerce and 

Industry, António Augusto Aguiar proposed the widespread of technical schools in Portugal (Pereira, 

2012). The 20th century brought new productive sectors and it was needed new professional people to 

take care of this problem. Besides that, the working labour was one of the sectors that generated more 

wealth and there was a lack of specialized people in this sector (Vaz, 2008). 

In 1918, the first decree-law that changed this type of schools was published, increasing their number 

and consequently the number of students attending technical schools. The establishment of Estado 

Novo imposed new laws about schools that changed this type of education. After four years of primary 

school, students must choose between the lyceum, if they want to go to the university or technical 

schools or if they want to go to industrial and commercial work. It was fundamental to encourage the 

students for technical education (Vaz, 2008). 

In 1928, the Minister of Public Education, Duarte Pacheco, created the Junta Administrativa do 

Empréstimo para o Ensino Secundário – JAAES, which had the main goal of building and rebuilding 

lyceums. Then, JAAES was transferred to Ministry of Public Works, and changed its name to Junta das 

Construções para o Ensino Técnico e Secundário – JCETS, which had the responsibility of creating 

new buildings for secondary and technical schools. In 1942, the number of students attending this type 

of education increased a lot, so the overcrowding of students was in fact a problem. Besides that, there 

was not enough qualified manpower in Portugal. In 1947, the decree-law no. 2025, from 19th of June, 

increased the number of schools in order to solve these problems and changed the structure of technical 

education, in two degrees: the first one (2 years – Elementary Schools): Ciclo Preparatório Elementar 

(Elementary and Preparatory Cycle); and the second one (3-4 years – Technical, Industrial and 

Commercial Schools): Learning, Professional Qualification and Professional Improvement. After that 

step, students could apply to Ensino Médio (secondary schools), in Commercial and Industrial Institutes 

(Vaz, 2008).  
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In 1948, the Decree-Law no. 37028, from 25th of August, marks the beginning of the JCTES’s new 

program to build, rebuild or enlarge schools. 

In 1967, the Decree-Law no. 47480, from 2nd of January, changed again the structure of technical 

education. The merge of the Lyceums and the Preparatory Cycle of Technical Education created the 

Preparatory Cycle for Secondary Education (2 years), which allowed to have a more generic education 

and delayed the early decision between lyceum and technical school in 2 years.  

After the 25th of April revolution, some dictatorship’s ideas were extinguished and the lyceums and 

technical schools joined creating the secondary schools (Pereira, 2012). 

JCETS and the Normalization Process 

JCETS was responsible for studying and building new schools: lyceums and technical schools. It was 

created the Program of New Constructions, Enlargements and Improvement of Lyceums. In 1948, 

JCETS started the program for technical schools, that over the 50s decade, built schools for elementary 

technical education, industrial, commercial, agriculture, agro-industry, arts and decoration and industrial 

schools and commercial institutes.  

JCETS produced a lot of normalized projects for schools where the main goal was the economical and 

prompt construction. In 1947, JCETS developed their first project for Elementary Technical Schools: 

Ante project for Elementary Technical Schools. The principles of this project were the economical 

solutions and attending the needs of educational evolution. The normalization allowed the improvement 

of constructive solutions and guaranteed the decrease of the cost and time of construction. After this 

project, JCETS developed another one for Professional Schools, like the first mentioned but having in 

mind territorial characteristics like the terrain, orientation and accesses. Over the 40s and 50s decades, 

there were built a net of schools with the same characteristics, in particular in the metropolitan area of 

Lisbon and coastal North and Centre areas of Portugal. In 1960, it was developed a project for Industrial 

and Commercial schools using the modulation principle for structural and constructive elements. In 

1964, the 3rd Normalized Project for Industrial and Commercial Schools introduced a new typological 

solution based on independent pavilions - organized around a central patio - a solution used till the end 

of the century.  

Case Studies 

The case studies analysed are schools from the beginning of the 20th century till 1968. It was chosen 

more specific case studies, like Machado de Castro Industrial School, the first school specifically 

designed for technical education or, Marquês de Pombal Industrial School because it has all the kind of 

spaces that is pretended for this investigation. Also, it was chosen normalized projects because they 

are more generalist and explain better the development of scholar architecture in Portugal, in this period. 
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1. Machado de Castro Industrial School (Junior, Silva (Junho de 1915) “Edifício da Escola Industrial 

“Machado de Castro” na Rua Saraiva de Carvalho”, A Arquitectura Portuguesa, Lisboa: Centro Tipográfico 

Colonial, página 23) 

 

The first school studied is Machado de Castro Industrial School. This project, from 1915, done by Vitor 

Bastos Junior was the first school specially designed for technical education in Portugal. It includes 

spaces for practical education, classrooms and workshop classrooms. This school has two main 

volumes for classes and a pavilion for physical education classes. The new building, specially designed 

for technical classes, has workshop classrooms for carpentry, locksmith, goldsmith or any other 

technical class that could be created. The main classes took place in the old building. 

 

 

 

 

  

2. Ante-Project for Elementary Technical Schools (JCETS – Junta das Construções para o Ensino Técnico e 

Secundário (1947). Anteprojecto tipo para a construção de Escolas Técnicas Elementares: peças desenhadas) 

 

The second case study is the Ante project for Elementary Technical Schools, developed by JCETS in 

1947. It is the first normalized study ant its main goal was to develop an economical construction that 

could be adapted to every terrain characteristic. This school was developed for 1000 students, split in 

30 classes. Distinguishes itself by 3 blocks: one for classrooms; the other for crafts class and the last 

one for physical education classes. The program for this project divides the school into six groups: 

administrative services, school services, special services, physical education services, communication 

services and diverse. 
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3. Ante-project for Professional Schools (JCETS – Junta das Construções para o Ensino Técnico e Secundário 

(1950). Anteprojecto tipo para as Escolas do Ensino Técnico e Profissional: peças desenhadas. Lisboa: Ministério 

das Obras Públicas) 

The project for Professional Schools (1950) is quite similar to the project for Elementary Technical 

Schools and it was designed for Industrial, Commercial or Industrial and Commercial Schools, with 500 

students in 15 classes. There were added some spaces that did not exist in the previous project to 

complement the education: laboratories, typing, accounting, commerce and feminine crafts classrooms. 

The main crafts classrooms are replaced by workshop classrooms. It is also split in three blocks: 

classes, workshop classes and physical education. It is divided in 6 groups like in the previous case 

study: Administrative Services, Scholar Services, Special Services, Physical Education, Communication 

and Diverse. 

 

4. Marquês de Pombal Industrial School (http://asap-ehc.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/) 

The project for Marquês de Pombal Industrial School (1958) was designed by JCETS, using the concept 

of Normalized Technical Schools Study (1952) for 2000 students in 60 classes. Split in five blocks 

(classrooms, workshop classes: carpentry and electricity, laboratories and physical education) it was 

built as an answer to the development of the new electricity and motor and airplane mechanics courses. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://asap-ehc.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/
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5. 1st Normalized Study for Industrial and Commercial Schools (JCETS – Junta das Construções para o 

Ensino Técnico e Secundário (1960). 1º Estudo Normalizado. Escolas Industriais e Comerciais. Estudos de 

Normalização (Projecto Mercúrio): peças desenhadas) 

From 1960, the first normalized study for industrial and commercial schools was designed by JCETS, 

for 800 or 1200 students. This project is divided in 3 main blocks (classrooms, workshop classrooms 

and physical education) and applies the regular metric, creating a module for each block that can be 

connected between them, using prefabrication that allows an economical and fast construction. The 

module used is 7 x 8 meters.  

 

6. 3rd Normalized Study. Industrial and Commercial School of Évora (image taken from Google Maps) 

The third normalized project was elaborated in 1966 by JCETS for 1200 students. This project is different 

from the remaining ones because it is divided in pavilions: AD- Administration, B – Library, C – Central, 

G – Physical Education, O – Workshop Classes. The program for this school includes main classrooms, 

geographic and natural science, masculine crafts class, drawing classes, physics and chemistry 

laboratories, commerce, calligraphy, typing, accounting, commercial office, locksmith, gymnasium, 

school cafeteria, administration and archive.  

 

7. Preparatory Schools. Preparatory School of Mafra (JCETS – Junta das Construções para o Ensino Técnico 

e Secundário (1968). Estudo Normalizado para a Escola Preparatória do Ensino Secundário. Anteprojecto (Escola 

Preparatória de Mafra): peças desenhadas. Lisboa: Ministério das Obras Públicas) 

The project for Preparatory Schools was designed in 1968 by JCETS, and is organized as well in five 

pavilions: A1, A2 and A6 for classes, around a central patio, A5 as a common pavilion, C the central, 

and G for physical education.  
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Analysis 

It was identified a set of scholar spaces that could be found in most of the case studies: classrooms, 

workshop classroom, crafts classroom, library, museum and the gymnasium.  

The classrooms are the most common space in school where the main classes take place. The 

workshop and crafts classrooms are typical spaces from technical schools, with more practical classes 

like locksmith, carpentry, electricity, ceramics or another class that take part of the technical or 

professional program. The library is the place where the students can read, study or check some books. 

The museum is the exposition space of the school. The Gymnasium is the place for physical education 

classes, usually occupied with specific material for these classes. 

For each space it was analysed: 

- Area (in square meters) 

- Volume (in cubic meters) 

- Height (in meters) 

- Number of students  

- Area by student (in square meter by number of students) 

- Percentage of windows frame by area of wall 

- Main exposure of the spaces 

- Number of each type of space exists in the school. 

Because of the lack of some information on the drawings or another documents, not every data is 

available on this analysis. It was elaborated several summary sheets that identify the year of the project, 

the architect, the plans and some sections classifying the spaces with a colour code for each type of 

space and circulation. 

 

Results 

It was made a comparative analysis between each space, with the data measured in the seven case 

studies. The information was divided in some tables, chronologically arranged, by space, allowing the 

comparison between schools. From these tables, there were created some graphics that allowed the 

comparison and evolution throughout the period studied. 

- Main Classrooms: 

It was considered for the study of the main classrooms the year of the project (for chronological 

organization), dimensions, number of students, area by student, window frame percentage, 

exposure and the number of classrooms in the school. 

Dimensions allowed to have a comparison between the shapes of classroom throughout the 

years and it can be concluded that the main classrooms had a more rectangular shape on the 

beginning of the century and through the years the shape became more regular with almost 1:1 

proportion.  
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Evolution of the shape of the classroom and graph for the area of the classroom. 

 

The area, volume and height of the classroom tendentiously decreases through the years, while 

the area by student keeps almost always around the same values. About the exposure, 

classrooms are orientated to South in almost every case study. 

 

- Workshop Classrooms 

The area of classrooms mainly decreases through the years, although the height increases till 

the half of the studied period and decreases on the other half. The shape is almost every time 

rectangular, unless in the Industrial and Commercial School of Évora that has almost 1:1 

proportion. 

 

- Crafts Classrooms 

The crafts classrooms adopt almost the same idea from the workshop classrooms, with a 

rectangular shape. Their dimensions increased till half of the studied period and decreased in 

the other half. In this case, the height decreased through the years.  
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- Library 

Library doesn’t have a pattern about the area but it decreases a little through the years with a 

lot of variations. The height is in almost the cases 3,4 or 3,5 meters so it is stable. Its exposure, 

till 1958 is mainly to North or East and after that, to South. 

 

- Gymnasium 

Through the years, the area and the height tendentiously increased. Its exposure is always in 

two opposite directions (North-South or East-West) and the percentage of windows frame is 

always low because the area of wall is very high, and the windows are just a little band on the 

top of the wall. 

 

- Museum 

The area of the museum decreases through the years, although the height keeps constant. It 

doesn’t have a pattern for the exposure because in all case studies it has a different one. The 

area of the window frame is higher than in the other spaces because it was important that the 

students could see the inside of the museum, from the outside.  

 

Conclusions 

This investigation aim was to analyse scholar architecture for technical schools, since the beginning of 

20th century till the beginning of the 70s, to identify and analyse the architectural choices for this type of 

education. It can be chronologically identified the similarities through the studied period between 

schools, because most of the projects are normalized and executed by the same team of architects. It 

can be noticed that in the first case study (Machado de Castro Industrial School), that was built before 

the new law for technical education, there is a bigger difference compared to the other case studies, 

because there weren’t technical standards that were applied later. Also, it can be noticed a major 

difference in Preparatory Schools, because of the law of 1967 that joined lyceums with technical schools 

creating these new schools, with different requirements. 
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